Molecular band spectra as well as atomic line spectra reveal a left-right symmetry for atoms (Van Hooydonk, Spectrochim. Acta A, 2000, 56, 2273 and submitted, 2002 
Molecular band [1] and atomic line spectra [2] point towards intra-atomic left-right symmetry or to atomantiatom symmetry [1, 2] [3] . Results are in Table 1 .
In atomic CSB theory [2] , CnH varies as
with a maximum at n=π and minima for n=½π and artificially produced antihydrogen [4] .
We must identify the origin of a physical difference between atom and antiatom states, as suggested in [2] and in (4) or in Fig. 1 . We can link the Mexican hat curve and (4) with the cut-off in the photon frequency, important for bound state QED and for the chiral behavior of particles [6] as we argued elsewhere [7] . Maybe, bound state QED cannot yet be validated as it stands [2, 7] . More results are available [2, 7] and more work is presented soon. 
